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What this talk is about
● This talk is about lessons learned and most 

obvious directions for improvement
● It is also about high-statistics top-quark 

physics in a scenario where the Higgs mass 
is known (or the Higgs excluded) and no 
evidence of new physics has appeared yet

● When possible I “guesxtrapolate” from 
recent ATLAS and CMS measurements; in a 
few cases from old MC studies, or Tevatron; 
most often I abstain from predictions

● Non-exhaustive selection of topics; the 
difficulty to make this talk short is a proof of 
the richness of top quark physics
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10/fb: when?

● Just during the last week LHC delivered ~0.5/fb
● And will run for other 5 weeks in 2011
● An easy prediction is that we will pass the 10/fb 

bar very early in 2012
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Pair production cross section

● Theory error dominated by δσPDF~10%
● Current experimental precision already 

better than 10%
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Pair production cross section

● Can gain in various systematic uncertainties; all calibration methods 
and sidebands profit from high statistics; clever profiling helps

● Given the abundance, we can now trade-off statistics for systematics
● Eventually limited by ~4% uncertainty on luminosity

– This can be solved by taking ratios over W/Z (more on that later)

CMS-TOP-11-003 (tagged, 1.1/fb µ, 0.8/fb e) ATL-CONF-2011-121 (untagged, 0.7/fb µ+e)
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Top cross sections and PDF
● Pair production can be used to constrain gluon PDF

– Investigate dσ/dy
tt

● Single top in t-channel and tW: sensitive to b-quark PDF
– Need also s-channel as “control” (DY-like process)

– t-channel charge asymmetry vs y
t
 will be a powerful tool

ttbar

t-channel single top

Guffanti and Rojo, TOP2010

Correlation between cross section and PDF as a function of x
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Correlations, ratios, and PDF

● The ttbar (single top) and W/Z cross sections 
are correlated (anticorrelated)

Guffanti and Rojo, TOP2010

ttbar

t-channel single top
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M
tt
 spectrum

● Mostly used to search for narrow resonances; more statistics will help
● Resolution is especially important for signals that manifest as shape 

deformations (e.g., tail enhancement, peak-dip from interference, ...)
– Top mass could be measured (assuming SM): Frederix, Maltoni, JHEP 0901:047,2009

● Boosted-top tagging technique used so far only in fully hadronic final 
states; application to l+jets limited by statistics so far

ATL-CONF-2011-106 (dileptonic) CMS-EXO-11-006 (fully hadronic)
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Charge asymmetry

CMS TOP-11-014

● Eagerly waiting to confirm/exclude the Tevatron excess
● One of the rare cases where analysis is intrinsically more complicated 

at LHC than at Tevatron
– Charge-symmetric: signal is not a shift but a shape change
– No asymmetry in gg collisions

● With more statistics: extend reach in M
tt
; add 2l channels; correlate 

with ISR and qqbar fraction: p
T,tt

, β
tt
, N

jets
, central t→l & forward t→had

ATL-CONF-2011-106
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tt+X (particularly non-exhaustive slide)
● Obviously the most interesting X is H

– ttH(→bb) out of fashion since ~2006, when use 
of ME generators for tt+Nj & ttbb showed that 
these backgrounds are nastier than we thought

– But ttH enhances sensitivity at low mass and is 
a unique access to the top-Higgs coupling

– Note: easier rate measurement if m
H
 is known...

– Now available: algos for boosted tops & H's
– SM tt+Nj & ttbb interesting also as pQCD test

● Many BSM models predict tt+invisible
● Measure top coupling to vector bosons:

– ttγ: ~260 evts (p
T

γ>20 GeV) with 10/fb @ 7 TeV

– ttZ(→ee,µµ): ~70 evts (LO); if no Higgs exists, 
top-W/Z couplings cannot have SM values

CMS, P-TDR (2006)
60/fb @14 TeV

backgrounds to ttH(→bb)

Signal
(120 GeV)

ATL-CONF-2011-036
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Single top cross section and BSM
T.Tait, C.-P.Yuan, Phys.Rev. D63 (2001) 0140018

numbers are for 14 TeVFCNC

4th generation,
with small |Vtb| and large |Vts|

SM
BSM with charged resonances
preferentially coupled to heavy quarks

s-channel

t-
ch

an
ne

l

● Deficit in all channels: suspect |V
tb
|<1 (eg, 4th generation); check BR(t→b) in ttbar

● Excess in s-chan., ok t-chan. & tW: suspect charged resonance; check M(tb)

● Excess in t-chan., ok s-chan. & tW: suspect FCNC (u→t); check polarization & dσ/dy

● Excess in t-chan. (but pol. ok) and tW, deficit in s-chan.: suspect large |V
td,s

|  
(CKM3x3 not unitary), check dσ/dy in t-chan. & tW, and BR(t→b) in ttbar

t channel
(65 pb @ 7 TeV)

s channel
(4 pb @ 7 TeV)

tW
(15 pb @ 7 TeV)
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Single top, t-channel

● Very quickly entered the systematics-limited era in 2011!
– Sidebands massively used to validate the background shapes and 

extract scale factors; now using them even more actively (profiling)

ATLAS-CONF-2011-101 (700/pb)
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Single top, tW

CMS TOP-11-022ATLAS-CONF-2011-104
● ttbar is THE background → limiting factor is the ttbar modelling
● Already using ttbar-enriched sidebands to mitigate the problem 

(ATLAS: >1j; CMS: 2j1b and 2j2b)
– Uncertainties on the extrapolation sideband→signal region are 

already limiting the reach of the cut-and-count analyses
– Improving S/B is the key (MVA); we already know that lepton+jets 

channels will continue to be less sensitive (even with MVA)

Sideband used 
to rescale ttbar

3 regions and 3 
unknowns (tW, 
ttbar, b-tagging)
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Single top, s-channel

ATLAS-CONF-2011-118

● Cut-based
– Upper limit <5xSM
– CMS study TDR 2006, 

cut-based too, with 2 
ttbar sidebands (2l2j and 
1l3j): ∆σ/σ~30% with 
10/fb at 14 TeV

● Similar considerations 
apply as for tW:
– ttbar-dominated (but also 

Wbb and s.t. t-channel 
are larger than signal)

– Using MVAs & high-stat 
sidebands would help
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Electroweak polarization
● Where having a “naked” quark is really useful

● Again, complementarity between ttbar and single top:
– SM single top in t- and s-chan.: 100% polarized; BSM: it depends
– Pair produced tops are unpolarized but theirs spins are correlated; 

SM correlation depends on PDF (fraction of gg/qq/qg); if X→ttbar, 
spin correlations are dictated by the spin of X

– A hint of new physics (e.g., ~3σ bump in M
tt
) can be tested by 

measuring spin correlations in the region of the excess
● Phase 1: check if this kills/saves the null hypothesis
● Phase 2: measure the spin of the resonance
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Electroweak polarization
● Spin correlations in pair production:

– Observable to extract is the corr. coefficient A

– A depends on spin basis choice (Ahel
SM

=0.32)

– Dileptonic channels: extract A from fit to ∆φ, 
precision already <40% in ATLAS

– From old MC studies with full reconstruction, 
±10% seems realistic (dileptons + single leptons)

● Single top polarization:
– α

l
: slope of cosθ* (angle lepton / light jet in top frame)

– CMS: SM assumption (α
l
~1) used to extract the 

signal; decorrelating the analysis from θ* would 
allow to measure dσ/dcosθ* and thus α

l

ATLAS-CONF-2011-117

CMS, PRL 107 (2011) 091802
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Measuring |V
tb
|

● R=BR(t→Wb)=|V
tb
|2/(|V

td
|2+|V

ts
|2+|V

tb
|2) 

measured at Tevatron, not yet at LHC
– Although you mostly need just N

b-tags
 in ttbar

– So far assumed R=1 to validate eff(b-tagging)
– D0 measurement with 5.4/fb (PRL 107:121802, 2011): 

R=0.90±0.04, i.e., 2.5σ tension with SM
● Another ttbar/single top connection:

– R measures |V
tb
|2 only under the assumption 

that |V
td
|2+|V

ts
|2+|V

tb
|2=1

– σ(single top) measures ”directly” |V
tb
|2 only 

under the assumption that R=1

– |V
tb
|,|V

ts
|,|V

td
| from R and single top t-/s-chan.: 

J.Alwall et al., EPJ C49:791, 2007

CMS TOP-11-005 (tt→2l)

σ(σ(|V|V
tbtb
||22))••RR
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Measuring |V
tb
|

CMS TOP-09-001 (tt→2l)
MC, 0.25/fb @ 10 TeV

σ(σ(|V|V
tbtb
||22))••RR

● R=BR(t→Wb)=|V
tb
|2/(|V

td
|2+|V

ts
|2+|V

tb
|2) 

measured at Tevatron, not yet at LHC
– Although you mostly need just N

b-tags
 in ttbar

– So far assumed R=1 to validate eff(b-tagging)
– D0 measurement with 5.4/fb (PRL 107:121802, 2011): 

R=0.90±0.04, i.e., 2.5σ tension with SM
● Another ttbar/single top connection:

– R measures |V
tb
|2 only under the assumption 

that |V
td
|2+|V

ts
|2+|V

tb
|2=1

– σ(single top) measures ”directly” |V
tb
|2 only 

under the assumption that R=1

– |V
tb
|,|V

ts
|,|V

td
| from R and single top t-/s-chan.: 

J.Alwall et al., EPJ C49:791, 2007
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Measuring |V
tb
|

CMS TOP-09-001 (tt→2l)
MC, 0.25/fb @ 10 TeV● R=BR(t→Wb)=|V

tb
|2/(|V

td
|2+|V

ts
|2+|V

tb
|2) 

measured at Tevatron, not yet at LHC
– Although you mostly need just N

b-tags
 in ttbar

– So far assumed R=1 to validate eff(b-tagging)
– D0 measurement with 5.4/fb (PRL 107:121802, 2011): 

R=0.90±0.04, i.e., 2.5σ tension with SM
● Another ttbar/single top connection:

– R measures |V
tb
|2 only under the assumption 

that |V
td
|2+|V

ts
|2+|V

tb
|2=1

– σ(single top) measures ”directly” |V
tb
|2 only 

under the assumption that R=1

– |V
tb
|,|V

ts
|,|V

td
| from R and single top t-/s-chan.: 

J.Alwall et al., EPJ C49:791, 2007

Flavour of the 
incoming quark 

affects kinematics!
Need dσ/dy

t
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Anomalous Wtb couplings
● |V

tb
| is not the end of the story...

● Combination of W asymmetries 
in top decays (from ttbar) and 
single top t-channel cross 
section performed with 2010 
results from ATLAS and CMS 
(Aguilar-Saavedra et al., 
Phys.Rev.D83:117301,2011; using data 
from ATLAS-CONF-2011-037 and CMS, 
PRL 107:091802,2011)

● Comparison with the limits 
extracted from CDF+D0 data 
sets a clear goal for the 
precision on these two inputs

● Over-constraining the allowed 
4D region with more inputs will 
be useful too

(SM: V
L
=1, V

R
=0, g

L
=0, g

R
=0)
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The forbidden couplings: FCNC
● Cleanest: ttbar decays into Z or γ
● Complementary: single top

– Cross section excess in t-channel

– Polarization measurement; dσ/dy
t

– Access to tug coupling via “very single” tops
ATLAS-CONF-2011-061

γ*/Z/Z'/g/...

u
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Top mass

● As soon as the Higgs is discovered, this plot assumes 
a new meaning: consistency with the Higgs mass as a 
test of your preferred model
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Top mass
● Direct reconstruction methods: it will be 

very challenging to do better than 
Tevatron, statistics here doesn't help

● Motivated by debate about what mass is 
really being measured, and O(Λ

QCD
) 

intrinsic uncertainty due to soft QCD, 
experiments learnt to extract also pole 
mass from ttbar cross section

● ∆m/m ~ 0.2 ∆σ/σ; useful but cannot 
compete with direct mass reconstruction 
– ∆m/m<±0.75% ⇒ ∆σ/σ<±4% (exp⊕theory)

– ∆σ/σ~±3.5%(scale)±5%(PDF)±7%(α
s
(M

Z
)) 

⇒ ∆m/m~3% is the ultimate precision

CMS-TOP-11-008
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Top mass: unconventional methods 
that would suit LHC (example #1)

● Lepton transverse momentum is correlated with mass
● Closer to pole mass: W emitted before QCD enters the picture 
● Stat-limited at Tevatron but this plot is only from 858 leptons    

(+ other 160 from dileptonic analysis), what about 70,000?

CDF, conf.notes 9881,9683,9831
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Top mass: unconventional methods 
that would suit LHC (example #2)

● Top mass from b-hadron decay length  
(CS Hill, J Incandela, JM Lamb, PRD71:054029,2005)

– First usage at CDF: PRD75:071102,2007

– Systematics dominated by background 
shapes and rates, JES is small

● Improvement: combination with lepton p
T

– CDF, 1.9/fb: PRD81:032002,2010

– Some systematics cancel in the 
combination; JES dependence further 
reduced by combination of calo & tracks

– At LHC: larger statistics & purity 
(especially 2l; CDF used 1l only because 
not enough statistics in 2l)

– ∆m/m<2 GeV (10/fb@LHC) looks realistic

m
t
 = 166.9+9.5

-8.5
(stat)±2.9(syst) GeV (b L

xy
)

m
t
 = 173.5+8.8

-8.9
(stat)±3.8(syst) GeV (µ p

T
)

m
t
 = 170.7±6.3(stat)±2.6(syst) GeV (comb.)

CDF, PRD81:032002,2010
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Top mass: unconventional methods 
that would suit LHC (example #3)

CMS, Physics TDR-II, 2006 (14 TeV)

● t→Wb→l+J/ψ+X: very low efficiency, but very clean
– m(l,J/ψ) = am

t
+b; negligible dependence on JES

– No need for b-tagging: J/ψ is a HF tagging by itself
– BR(t→lνJ/ψX)=5.5x10-4: ~900 events in 10/fb at 7 TeV

Systematics (~1.5 GeV) are 
dominated by QCD uncertainties 

(especially fragmentation)
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What about different energies?
● We will know only after Chamonix 

(mid-Feb) the energy for the 2012 run
● Running at higher energies is less 

crucial for SM measurements than for 
BSM searches, but it can help
– S/B improves: 8 TeV means +50% ttbar 

and tW, +30% t-channel single top, but 
only +20% W (incl.), +25% Wc & Wbb

– In addition, one can take advantage from 
the different dependences on energy, e.g., 
simultaneous fit to 2011 and 2012 data 
with σ

Bi
(7 TeV) and σ

Bi
(X TeV) ratio 

constrained by theory for bkg B
i

Single top, t-channel:
dσ/dE ~ 20 pb/TeV (+30%/TeV)

Pair production:
dσ/dE ~ 75 pb/TeV (+50%/TeV)
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Conclusions

● With O(10/fb) @ 7 TeV (or 5+5 at 7 and X TeV) the 
LHC will be even more established as “the top factory”

● Strong complementarity between ttbar and single top
● Almost all measurements will be systematics-limited

– High-statistics sidebands will help
– In background-dominated measurements (e.g., single top), 

MVA methods will gain importance
– When brute force doesn't help, brain does! Examples given 

for the top mass case, but new ideas would help everywhere
Many thanks to: R.Tenchini, J.Wagner-Kuhr, R.Chierici, J.Incandela, F.Garberson, 

W.Bernreuther, and several TOP2011 speakers
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Let's see at TOP2012...

(Recent LHC history tells that quite often we do 
better than we had predicted!)
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Statistics with 10/fb at 7 TeV

● Much larger (typically >20x) than final Tevatron statistics
● Selection efficiencies not included; trigger eff. are guesstimated
● Triggering for fully hadronic is a topic under intense development
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Testing the models

● Single top vs ttbar: smaller dependence on α
s
, 

stronger dependence on m
b

● Single top, t-channel: important to study the 
differential cross section vs b-jet p

T
 and η

Frederix, Maltoni arXiv:0903.0005

22 (5 flavour)                    23 (4 flavour)     
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“Is |V
tb
|~1?”

J.Alwall, A.G., E.Kou, F.Maltoni, et al., Eur.Phys.J. C49 (2007) 791

Stand-alone measurement of the 3rd row (no inputs from K, B physics);
much tighter limits in specific models, but this method gives the most “agnostic” limits

Three observables:
σ(t-ch.), σ(s-ch.), R

Three unknowns:
|V

td
|, |V

ts
|, |V

tb
|

Here: meta-analysis of 
Tevatron data in 2008;
it would be nice to redo 

with LHC data
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Spin correlations
(CMS Physics-TDR-II, 2006)

● A = -0.469 for pure qq, +0.431 for pure gg, 
+0.32 average in SM (dependent on PDF)

● k
l 
=+1, k

b-jet
=-0.41, k

lowest-energy q-jet
=+0.51

● Single-leptonic ttbar is used (S/B>5)
● Two distributions: “l-t vs b-t” and “l-t vs q-t”
● Before the fit, background is subtracted and 

acceptances are corrected bin-per-bin
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Measuring |V
tb
|

● First two rows + Standard Model + 3x3 unitarity ⇒ 

● Measuring R doesn't measure |V
tb
| directly, but a ratio:

● While single top production depends directly on f
L
|V

tb
|:

(at 2σ level)
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V
tb
 in a 4x4 or 4x3 matrix

● SM, 3x3:  0.9990<|V
tb
|<0.9992 @90%CL

● J.Alwall et al., EPJ C 2007: direct and indirect experimental 
constraints when CKM is minimally extended to a 4th family, or 
to a single pseudo-vector quark (b'/t')

● V
tb
 ~ V

tb
CKMcosθ; θ: t-t' mixing angle (u-t' and c-t' mixings are 

very tightly constrained); limits depend on M
t'

● With 4th family: V
tb
>0.93

● With pseudo-vector t': V
tb
>0.91

● Nota bene: here is assumed that no other particles exist; a 
more rich zoology at low energy can further relax the limits

This sets a clear goal for the precision 
that we want to achieve on Vtb
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Single top, t-channel:
margins for improvement

ATLAS-CONF-2011-101 (700/pb) CMS TOP-10-008 (36/pb)

Main systematics: b-tagging, JES, W+jets modelling, signal modelling
All but the last can be reduced with more statistics
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Single top, tW:
margins for improvement

ATLAS-CONF-2011-104 (same considerations for CMS)

Comes from the uncertainty on the ttbar scale 
factor in the sideband, which gets amplified by 
the ttbar/tW~4 ratio in the signal region!

These are large because of the extrapolation 
uncertainty for ttbar; better tW/ttbar 
separation (e.g., by MVA) would help
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Constraining the backgrounds:
W+light jets

Methods based on W charge 
asymmetry in the sidebands for 

top selection will gain importance
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Constraining the backgrounds:
W+Heavy Flavour
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Jet multiplicity in pair production

Here for µ+jets, p
T

jets>40 GeV
shaded area is background 

uncertainty Dileptonic ttbar, p
T

jets>30 GeV
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Mass from l+J/ψ


